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ABSTRACT 

After recent modification NPP Krško is using Passive Autocatalytic Recombiners 

(PARs) to control concentration of combustible gases. Two of them are declared as safety 

related (required according to plant’s design basis) and 20 are there to provide additional 

protection during BDBAs. In order to calculate spatial hydrogen distribution, and predict peak 

local concentrations, detailed multi-compartment GOTHIC model of NPP Krško containment 

was developed. Real PAR’s locations are taken into account. Two scoping calculations were 

performed, one for hydrogen sources in containment during and after design basis LOCA 

accident (long term behaviour), and another (short term) for MAAP calculated hydrogen 

source after BDBA SBO sequence. In both situations PARs are able to prevent situations 

where combustible gases can reach flammable concentrations. 

1 INTRODUCTION 

There is a design requirement to limit hydrogen volumetric concentration to 4%. In the 

Safety Analysis Report (SAR) Chapter 6 [1] it is demonstrated that the global hydrogen 

concentration stays below limit using one compartment containment model. It is assumed that 

due to well connected compartments and large volumes the possibility for appearance of high 

hydrogen local concentrations is very low. It is still possible to see some temporary local 

increase in hydrogen concentration due to non uniform hydrogen production and hydrogen 

stratification, especially for Beyond Design Basis Accident (BDBA) conditions. After recent 

modification NPP Krško is using Passive Autocatalytic Recombiners (PARs) to control the 

concentration of combustible gases. Two of them are declared as safety related (required 

according to plant’s design basis) and 20 are there to provide additional protections during 

BDBAs. In order to calculate spatial hydrogen distribution, and predict peak local 

concentrations, a detailed multi-compartment GOTHIC [2] model of NPP Krško containment 

was developed. Real PAR’s locations are taken into account. Two scoping calculations were 

performed, one for hydrogen sources in containment during and after design basis LOCA 

accident (long term behaviour) [3], and another (short term) for MAAP calculated hydrogen 

source after BDBA SBO (Station Black Out) sequence [4]. In both situations PARs are able to 

prevent situations where combustible gases can reach flammable concentrations. Beside the 

calculation of local hydrogen concentrations influence of localized PARs modelling was 

explored. 
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2 CONTAINMENT MODEL 

Prediction of system and containment behavior during severe accident is rather 

challenging task due to presence of many different physical phenomena and their interaction. 

The integral severe accident codes (like MAAP, MELCOR, ASTEC) are standard tools used 

to perform this type of analysis. This type of codes usually lack spatial details of containment 

behavior and can't predict details of localized hydrogen concentration or any other local 

property. For large dry containments with well connected compartments some refinement in 

original containment nodalization or usage of standard containment codes (like CONTAIN 

and GOTHIC), with appropriate boundary conditions taken from severe accident codes or 

system codes, can give satisfactory results. In case that some details of hydrogen mixing are 

required or if the placement of hydrogen igniters or PARs (both have localized influence on 

hydrogen concentration) is needed, CFD (Computational Fluid Dynamics) codes are used (to 

model part or whole containment). The usage of CFD codes for prediction of H2 

concentrations within PWR containments was one of the first successful and approved 

applications of CFD codes in nuclear industry, but it is important to realize limitations of the 

used approach and amount of work needed to get satisfactory results. The drawbacks such as 

amount of effort needed to prepare and run CFD models, together with their limited ability to 

take into account steam condensation, operation of engineering devices and problems in 

transfer of proper initial and boundary conditions from severe accident codes are often more 

significant than benefits related to better knowledge of hydrogen local concentration. Taking 

all that into account, together with rather large experience acquired in GOTHIC usage, we 

decided to perform the analyses of containment response and H2 distribution in containment 

during selected DBA (Design Basis Accident) and severe accident scenarios using a rather 

detailed GOTHIC containment model. For DBA DEPSG MINSI (Double Ended Pump 

Suction Guillotine break with Minimum Safety Injection) LOCA mass and energy releases 

and hydrogen production were taken from USAR Chapter 6, and for severe accident SBO 

sequence was selected with boundary conditions provided by MAAP code calculation [4].  

GOTHIC model of NPP Krško containment is originally developed [5] as two-volume 

model (containment and annulus) to be used for SAR Chapter 15 and Chapter 6 licensing 

analyses. Free volumes were recalculated during Krško modernization project as well as heat 

structures related data. Reactor Containment Fan Cooler (RCFC) and containment spray data 

are based on plant and vendor design data and are successfully used in licensing type of 

calculations. Each of these devices requires introduction of additional flow path. The explicit 

RCFC model includes air-to-water heat exchanger and fan cooler. The model of spray nozzle 

is based on converting of the fluid flow to the droplet flow at the characteristic spray nozzle 

diameter. Containment heat structures were modelled as 14 different heat structures, 

according to USAR design data. Seven flow boundary conditions are present in the model. 

Boundary conditions were used to describe double side break boundary conditions for 

blowdown and reflood discharges separately. One boundary condition was used only during 

LOCA recirculation phase to model part of the fluid removed from the sump by RHR system.  

Hydrogen mass flow rate was based on FSAR hydrogen production data obtained by 

COGAP code. In order to introduce hydrogen in containment separate flow boundary 

condition was used. Following the design basis worst case loss of coolant accident (LOCA) 

scenario the hydrogen accumulation in the containment atmosphere can be the result of 

production from several sources: 

 Zirconium-water reaction, 

 Hydrogen dissolved in reactor coolant, 

 Aluminum and Zinc corrosion, 
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 Radiolytic decomposition of core and sump solution. 

Recombiner model used in GOTHIC code is model based on buoyancy flow through 

flow path where the recombiner is located. The stoichiometry of recombination as well as 

other usual things are taken into account (heat loss factor, efficiency, starting and stopping H2 

concentration). The simple GOTHIC containment model is used mainly to verify design basis 

conditions when one safety related PAR is present and to compare obtained results with the 

results obtained with originally present electrical recombiner (ER). In [3] it was shown that 

model is able to reproduce USAR data for ER recombiner and that one PAR is able to provide 

the same or better protection from hydrogen accumulation. In this paper presence of both 

safety related PARs is studied together with other 20 PARs mentioned for usage during severe 

accident. It was demonstrated that for GOTHIC PAR model more units in the same control 

volume can be modelled as one equivalent unit with larger flow area. The only way to study 

realistic PAR influence is to use more detailed containment model providing local hydrogen 

and oxygen concentrations. 

Based on additional data available during Krško modernization project a new referent 

containment nodalization [6] using 10 control volumes was developed. Each control volume 

has clear physical boundaries and well defined openings, Figure 1. That is one of the main 

recommendations for any model applicable for calculation of H2 distribution within the 

containment. The corresponding nodalization scheme is shown in Figure 2 together with 

bounding elevations. Containment dome (DOM) is control volume number 1. The annulus 

(ANA) space is control volume number 2. Steam generator 1 and 2 (SG1 and SG2) 

compartments are control volumes 3 and 4. The pressurizer compartment (PRZ) is volume 5. 

The reactor pool (RPO) and space around reactor vessel (ARV) are volumes 6 and 7. The 

reactor cavity (CAV) and containment sump (SMP) are volumes 9 and 10. The space outside 

listed volumes up to the containment liner and below elevation 115.55 m is called between 

(BET) and it is volume number 8. The reactor pool is modelled as a separate volume in order 

to take into account shutdown cases with opened vessel and pool filled with water. The total 

volume is almost the same as single compartment model described in licensing data. Concrete 

heat structures are based on real bounding walls and floors between the compartments. The 

metal heat structures are based on licensing model and are subdivided using engineering 

judgment between separate compartments in multi-volume model. The flow paths in the 

model are based on real openings and communications between the compartments. More than 

one opening is used between the same volumes if they are located at different elevations to 

promote internal thermal mixing flow, what can be important for long term containment 

transients. When required, it is possible to join more flow paths in one equivalent flow path. 

The leakage (based on design leakage) flow paths exist between containment dome and 

annulus and between annulus and the environment. All main ventilation ducts were taken into 

account. All engineering device models are the same in the single and multi-compartments 

GOTHIC models. There are two versions of the nodalization. The one just described is called 

nek01. Another more detailed (nek02) models containment dome as 3D subdivided volume 

(2x2x4), BET volume has 3 axial layers and radially is divided in north and south part. SG 

compartments are 1D subdivided volumes (4 axial subdivisions), pressurizer, sump, cavity, 

pool, and ARV compartments have axial subdivision to take into account variation in axial 

flow area. PARs are placed in realistic positions within containment model depending on 

available number of control volumes. Two safety related PARs are in containment dome at 

elevation 115.55, 10 PARs are attached to RCFC platforms, and 2 PARs are on charcoal filter 

platform. 6 PARs are at elevation 107.62 (BET) and additional two are at elevation 100.3 in 

each of the SG compartments. 
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Figure 1: NEK containment layout 

 

 
Figure 2: GOTHIC containment model 

 

2.1 Hydrogen Recombiner Model 

The hydrogen recombiner component used in GOTHIC code [2] is able to model both 

forced (additional volumetric fan) and natural convection (passive) recombiners. The 

component can be located on any flow path and will convert a fraction of hydrogen flowing 

through flow path to steam (corresponding amount of oxygen is removed from and steam is 
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added to the gas stream too). The process is limited stoichiometricly by the amount of 

available oxygen. The hydrogen flow rate through flow path is: 

𝐹𝑣ℎ =  𝛼𝑣
∗𝜌𝑣ℎ

∗ 𝐴𝑗𝑢𝑣 

with: 

      αv
∗   - donor volume vapor volume fraction, 

      ρvh
∗  - hydrogen density in donor volume, 

       Aj  - flow path area, 

       uv - gas velocity. 

 

The fraction of hydrogen that can be recombined is given by: 

𝜆ℎ =  
𝑀𝑖𝑛 [𝜌𝑣𝑜

∗ ,
𝜌𝑣𝑜

∗

𝜅𝑜
]

𝜌𝑣ℎ
∗  

with: 

      ρvo
∗  - oxygen density in donor volume, 

      κo  - number of oxygen mass units required to burn one mass unit of hydrogen. 

 

Hydrogen recombination rate is given by: 

Evh
c = −ηR(t)λhλoFvh 

with: 

ηR(t) - time-dependent recombiner efficiency, 

λo       - multiplier taking into account startup and shutdown at low H2 concentrations. 

 

Flow path representing hydrogen recombiner takes into account real height of the 

component (buoyancy height). Cross section is based on flow cross section of chimney (less 

than free area in active part), and hydraulic diameter is based on hydraulic diameter of active 

part (around 2 cm). Additional parameter is heat loss factor taking into account amount of 

reaction heat lost to the environment (does not participate to the buoyancy force). 

Similar recombiner model is used in MELCOR code [7], but flow rate is obtained from 

simplified empirical NIS correlation and relaxation time function is used during initial PAR 

heat-up.  

As part of the NEK PAR project the proprietary correlation for H2 recombination rate 

[8] was available for NIS PAR modules (based on result of THAI experiments). Its general 

shape is: 

2 2

2

2 2 2

(1 0.5 ( 1)) /

exp( (0.06 ) (0.06 ) ), 0.06

b

H H

O in O in O in

R A C p p T type stack fak

fak B C C C C

         

       
  

CH2 and CO2 are hydrogen and oxygen volume fractions at PAR Inlet. p is total system 

pressure and T is PAR inlet temperature. A, B, C and b are correlation coefficients. Multipliers 

type and stack take into account number of recombiner plates and length of chimney above 

compartment with plates. Multiplier fak decrease recombination efficiency for oxygen volume 

fractions below 0.06. Last version of MAAP code uses similar correlation (without oxygen 

correction), and MAAP4 uses similar but simplified approach [9]. Most important thing is 

that flow through recombiner is not explicitly calculated, and H2 recombination rate depends 

only on conditions in control volume containing PAR. 
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3 CALCULATION OF HYDROGEN CONCENTRATION 

DBA LOCA calculation was performed using simple containment model to check H2 

recombination rates obtained in GOTHIC against ER recombination rates from USAR and 

against simaps correlation. In addition behaviour of multiple PARs in the same volume was 

studied as well as overall influence of all PARs present in containment. SBO sequence with 

boundary conditions calculated by MAAP4 was used to test influence of containment 

subdivision on overall mass of recombined hydrogen and local recombination rates and 

hydrogen spatial distribution. 

 

3.1 DBA LOCA Calculation 

DBA LOCA case, 0.6 Double Ended Pump Suction with minimum SI (0.6 DEPS min 

SI, one RCFC and one spray train in containment), was used as representative case for 

thermal hydraulics conditions in containment other than hydrogen introduction. 100 days 

simulation period was analyzed. Due to long running time the case is not suitable for detailed 

model, but performed runs showed very small difference between single and multi-volume 

containment model. Following scenarios were covered by analyses: 

 without H2 control (nor), 

 ER start after 1 day, ER start when H2 concentration is above 3.5% (wet), 

 1, 2, 22 PARs available from beginning (0.5% H2 starting volume fraction), 

 1, 2, 22 PARs start when H2 concentration is above 3.5% (wet). 

Hydrogen volume fractions during DBA LOCA in simple containment, for the above 

mentioned cases are shown in Figure 3. According to obtained results, PAR is more effective 

than ER, and more PARs are able to completely eliminate hydrogen increase for slow 

changing hydrogen concentrations. More PARs in the single volume can be modelled as one 

PAR with increased flow area. PAR recombination rate per PAR decreases with number of 

PARs (due to lower hydrogen concentration seen by PAR), Figure 4.  

In Figure 5 H2 recombination rate obtained in GOTHIC is compared against 

recombination rate off-line calculated using simaps correlation with hydrogen and oxygen 

concentrations, pressure and temperatures present in GOTHIC model. First two curves are 

calculated for recombination active after reaching recombiner starting H2 volume fraction. 

Other two curves are for the case started when H2 volume concentration reaches 3.5%. Based 

on obtained data recombination rates calculated by GOTHIC are always lower than 

recombination rates calculated by simaps correlation, but the shape of the curves is similar. If 

constant multiplier of about 0.42 is applied to simaps data the recombination rates are almost 

the same. USAR Chapter calculation conservatively used H2 recombination rate of 0.095 kg/h 

(2.6e-5 kg/s). 
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Figure 3: Hydrogen volume fractions during DBA LOCA – simple containment 

 
Figure 4: H2 recombination rate for different cases during DBA LOCA 
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Figure 5: GOTHIC PAR recombination rate vs. simaps correlation 

 

3.2 SBO Severe Accident Calculation 

Two initial MAAP runs were performed, first without RCFC fans and second with one 

train of RCFCs (two units). In the selected station blackout seal LOCA sequence SI, RHR, 

AFW and MFW are turned off. There are neither PARs nor PCFV (Passive Containment 

Filtered Vent) in the MAAP model. GOTHIC calculations were performed without PARs, 

with 2 PARs and with 22 PARs, for nek01 and nek02 detailed containment models. 

In the station blackout seal LOCA sequence without fan cooler (SEALL NFAN), the 

manual SCRAM is assumed at t=0 s. The hot leg creep break is experienced around 7034 s 

and the reactor vessel bottom was failed at 21000 s. Containment pressure rises most of the 

time till containment vessel damage at about 49610 s and then gradually decreases to the 

pressure slightly above environment pressure. MAAP 4.0.5 results are used in GOTHIC 

calculation as boundary conditions. The temperature in containment is increasing till the 

containment damage and some additional peaks are experienced at the time of hot leg creep 

break and in later phase of the accident in reactor cavity. The steam fractions are gradually 

increasing during the transient. Peak H2 mole fraction is around 6% and it is reached in sump 

compartment during hot leg creep break. There is one additional lower H2 peak in reactor 

cavity after containment damage (not relevant for this analysis). All H2 concentrations in big 

volume compartments are below 5% and decreasing with increasing amount of steam in 

containment. Most of the H2 mass is produced after hot leg creep break and before vessel 

penetration. Total H2 mass before additional production due to MCCI after containment 

damage is around 300 kg. Generation of noncondensable gases due to concrete interaction 

with molten corium in the cavity up to 65000 s is small.  
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In the sequence with one train of fan coolers available (SEALL FAN) all other things 

are the same as in first sequence. The hot leg creep break is experienced around 7039 s and 

the reactor vessel bottom was failed at 20967 s. Both failures are experienced little bit earlier 

than in NFAN case, but that has no practical meaning. Containment pressure rises after both 

hot leg creep failure and after vessel bottom failure, but available fan coolers are able to keep 

containment pressure below containment damage limit. The temperature in containment is 

much lower than in NFAN case except during initial hot leg creep break. On the long term 

basis RCFC units are able to keep gas temperatures at or below 370 K. The H2 volume 

fractions are generally larger for the same hydrogen production due to steam condensation on 

RCFC units. Initial peak H2 mole fraction is around 6.5% and it is reached in sump 

compartment during hot leg creep break. Long term H2 concentrations in big compartments 

stay in the range 5-6%. Total H2 mass produced is around 288 kg. Generation of H2 outside 

reactor vessel is only around 6 kg and production of all other noncondensable gases due to 

concrete interaction with molten corium in the cavity is small.  

Main reason for calculation is to study influence of PARs on global amount of hydrogen 

in containment and on local conditions. Hydrogen volume fractions in containment dome are 

shown in Figure 6 for two containment models (nek01 and nek02), for case with and without 

fans, and without PARs, with 2 and 22 PARs. 2 PARs are not able to eliminate H2 peaks and 

are not very effective in decreasing H2 concentrations on analysed time scale. When using 22 

PARs we are able to decrease peaks and eliminate almost all produced hydrogen. Usage of 

more detailed containment model (nek02) has small influence on overall hydrogen behaviour. 

When looking at concentrations in selected compartment there is small difference when 2 

PARs are assumed, but effect is decreased with more PARs present. More detailed model has 

influence on local recombination rates in different PARs, but influence is again rather small, 

especially for case with 22 PARs. In Figure 7 influence for PAR01 (safety related) 

recombination rate is shown. In Figure 8 recombination rates for all PARs are shown for case 

with fans. The difference is generally small. Highest recombination rates have PARs in SG 

compartments. The differences between PARs are little bit larger when fans are available. In 

present model fan operation does not promote flow through PAR, but has influence on 

concentrations available in different compartments.  

Hydrogen concentrations in different compartments of nek02 model are shown in 

Figure 9 for the case with fans operating and with 22 PARs. Overall effect is decreasing H2 

concentration in all compartments but PARs are not very effective for lower small 

compartments and space around reactor vessel. They typically have small volume available 

for hydrogen accumulation. Most other volumes are well connected and detailed nodalization 

has small influence on the prediction of concentrations. 
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Figure 6: H2 volume fractions for different SBO cases 

 
Figure 7: PAR01 recombination rates for different assumptions during SBO case 
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Figure 8: PAR recombination rates for nek02 SBO case with fans 

 
Figure 9: H2 volume fractions in nek02 compartments during SBO with fans and 22 PARs 
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4 CONCLUSION 

Each containment/severe accident code has different approach to combustible gas 

recombination modeling. GOTHIC uses flow path based recombiner model (flow through 

recombiner is explicitly calculated). The most important influence on the predicted PAR 

model performance, for given conditions in containment, have: assumed heat loss factor, 

recombination efficiency and flow path resistance. More PARs in the same volume can be 

combined in one PAR with increased (sum) flow area. 

Obtained results for electrical recombiners are similar to FSAR electrical recombiner 

data. When the model is applied to the PAR case, predicted H2 reaction rates are lower than 

reaction rates obtained by proprietary model based on THAI facility. GOTHIC predicted PAR 

H2 recombination rates are still better than for ER. Two safety related PARs are able to keep 

hydrogen concentration within acceptable limits for DBAs. All 22 PARs are effective in 

reduction of H2 concentrations for severe accident conditions. NEK containment is a well 

connected containment and even moderate containment subdivision gives satisfactory results. 

In the more detailed model the recombination rates for different PARs are not the same, but 

overall results (hydrogen mass) are almost the same as in less detailed model. Fans operation 

has indirect influence on PARs operation, but in present model can’t promote flow through 

recombiner. Small lower compartments can see only limited benefit from PARs use.  
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